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Liquid Crystal Phases of RNA NTPs 
 
Prospectus:   
 

Earlier work with Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) has shown that it can form 
columnar liquid crystal phases in both short base-pair oligomer solutions and solutions of 
single DNA Nucleoside Tri-Phosphates (dNTPs) [1]. This increase in complexity may be 
useful when discussing the effect of liquid crystals and their phase behavior in prebiotic 
environments and in relation to molecular evolution. Our group’s research into this 
phenomenon and its relevance to the study of pre-biotic systems is currently under review 
for publication [6]. 

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) and its nucleoside triphosphates (rNTPs) are the primary 
focus of this work, and they are closely related to DNA and the dNTPs discussed above. 
RNA differs from DNA in that, rather than containing a Deoxyribose sugar, it contains a 
Ribose sugar, which has two hydroxyl groups. These hydroxyl groups make the RNA less 
stable in solution because of its propensity for hydrolysis [3]. This lack of stability makes 
RNA difficult to work with, but because it is considered an early precursor of DNA, it is 
interesting to study--specifically with regards to the RNA world hypothesis. Another 
difference from DNA is that RNA does not contain Thymine—this is replaced by Uracil 
(U), which differs from Thymine only in that it lacks a methyl group.  

My work is focused on the liquid crystals formed by the complementary rNTPs 
Cytidine Triphosphate (rCTP) and Guanosine Triphosphate (rGTP). When placed into a 
solution, these molecules are able to bond with another to form base-pairs. The base-
pairs may then stack on top of one another to shield their hydrophobic center from the 
surrounding solution. These stacks can then orient into a columnar LC phase, where this 
self-assembly further promotes the stabilization of the aggregates. Additionally, there is 
the potential for G-quadraplexes to form from four rGTP molecules bonding to one 
another. A columnar LC phase can be formed by these G-quadraplexes when they stack 
on top of one another. The LC structure of the mixture can be probed using both polarized 
light microscopy (PLM), which will provide information regarding the general structure and 
morphology of the LC phases, and X-ray Diffraction (XRD), which will provide data 
regarding the type and spacing of the LC structures. The XRD data will also show whether 
liquid crystals formed by rCTP+rGTP base-pairs co-exist with those formed by G-
quadraplexes, and what the temperature and concentration parameters are that 
determine the type of coexistence.  
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Timeline 
 



Fall 2016 
• Replicate Sunset Yellow phase diagram using PLM data 
• Make Allura Red+Sunset Yellow phase diagram 
• dNTP’s phase diagram (various mixtures) 
• DNA Oligomers Phase diagrams 

 
Spring 2017 

• RNA NTP’s analysis  
o Mixtures of rATP+rUTP—PLM and XRD 

§ pH adjustments, ion replacement, etc.  
§ rATP+dTTP, dATP+rUTP 
§ Begin work with rCTP+rGTP—A+U mixtures do not form LC’s 

 
Summer 2017 

• Analyze X-ray data--Synchrotron (rATP+rUTP) 
• dATP+dUTP images for SMRC paper 
• Begin work with rC, rG, and combinations 

o Analyze domain development and adjustment, morphology, etc. (PLM) 
§ G-quartets 

o X-ray Diffraction Capillaries and Data  
o Prepare initial and adjusted phase diagram of mixtures 

• Begin writing Thesis Chapters (can use for REU paper) 
• Poster Presentation at ISSOL conference in San Diego 
• 08/10: REU final presentation and paper submitted 

 
Fall 2017: 

• Experimentation (complete by 12/12) 
o X-ray data of C+G samples (varying temperature and concentration) 
o Calculate sign of birefringence 
o Flat capillaries to see ordering of domains dependent on evaporation 
o 4 NTP’s combined in evap. Cell—LC morphology 

• Thesis Application 
o Determine/Contact Committee Members 
o Choose date 
o Complete Prospectus, Bib and Timeline  
o Submit Application (10/03) 

• Thesis Writing goals/deadlines 
o Sections to write: 

§ Concentration Adjustment Methods 
§ Methods and Materials—XRD section 
§ Experiment and Analysis—XRD Data/Correlation with PLM 
§ Conclusion and Results 

• Phase Diagram 
• rA+rU analysis section 



Spring 2018 
• 01/2018: RD of thesis complete 

o Further experimentation work finalized 
• 02/2018: First edit of thesis to Dr. Clark and Greg 

o Finalize graphs, figures, and tables.  
o Complete XRD data analysis and PLM photography 

• 03/2018: Defend 


